HIGH BREW COFFEE
the

2014-2016 YEARS

Our Mission is to become the lighthouse
brand in cold brew coffee with products
that accompany an active, on-the-go
lifestyle, to fuel your journey.

Our family is committed to making
High Brew the lighthouse brand in cold
brew coffee and serve as innovators
within the beverage industry. This is an
environment where professional
fulfillment and success is celebrated
and encouraged. our motto, FOR THOSE
WHO DO, is exemplified and energized
in our attention to our customers, our
excitement about our brand, and in
our dedication to our journey.

We are here for those who choose to follow
their passion on their own terms. Our cold
brew coffees are full of natural caffeine to
power and empower those who do.

No barista B.S. No funky aftertaste.
No sugar crash. Just positive vibes
and a premium product.

We’ll never get in the way of your day.
We believe in being unfussy and easy to
enjoy. Our aim is to make crafted, delicious cold brew accessible. Anywhere.

Premium ready-to-drink cold
brew with a positive attitude

Empower & refresh you with
great coffee & good vibes

OUR
FOUNDING
S T O RY

From

ELIZABETH SMITH
OUR 2011 SAILING ADVENTURE had been a long time dream for
David and I. Even before we had kids we talked about, if we were blessed with children, how cool
it would be to do a long sailing trip as a family. I’ll never forget walking into our children’s beloved
elementary school principal to ask her opinion of pulling the kids out of school to homeschool them
on the boat. She handed us backpacks filled with worksheets and study guides, then she looked at us
from across her desk and said, “not only do I think this is an amazing opportunity for the kids, but I
hope you’ll never miss a chance to snorkel for anything in those backpacks.” With that nod of approval,
we had the confidence to withdraw them from school and head for the high seas.
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As we traveled the islands and visited several coffee plantations along the way, our interest was piqued.
I remember our kids running their tiny hands and stomping their little feet through the beans in all
stages of the rudimentary production process. Makeshift greenhouses filled with drying beans made
for a fun place for the kids to run and play while we talked with locals about the process. At this point,
our interest was purely from a tourist perspective. We just wanted to learn about everything each
island had to offer. Yet as we continued to travel and learn more about the coffee on different islands,
we became passionate about the beans and the process.

Along the way, our eyes were opened to the cold brew process and all of its benefits. It was the perfect
fit for the hot and humid climate and our need to stay alert while under sail. Little did we know, our
new brand was brewing on the trip of a lifetime.

Once we returned to the states our passion grew. We continued to make cold brew at home and we
sampled some delicious concentrates already on the store shelves. However, as David continued to
research he realized there was something missing from the market that there was an obvious need
for: a ready-to-drink cold brew coffee that is convenient, low cal, and provides a healthy energy boost
for on the go. We had found our next business venture!

We quickly began working on flavors, then names and branding. It all came together very quickly and
we were soon submitting samples to Whole Foods. I’ll never forget my kids and I, up to our elbows in
shipping popcorn and bubble wrap, trying to meet the Whole Foods sample deadline while David was
away on business. Whole foods accepted the brand nationwide and we were off and running. High
Brew was officially launched!

Obviously, as a founder I am proud of the product and brand that David, the HB team, and I have
created, but as a mom and coffee drinker I am a super fan!! Every day at 3:00 PM on my way to the
school pick-up line, I grab a can on the way out the door. Not only does it satisfy my afternoon sweet
tooth (guilt-free) with its low calorie yumminess, it gives me the energy to get through the second
half of my day!
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From

SKYLAR SMITH
IT WAS ABOUT

6:00 PM and we were about to face the most treacherous sail

of our trip, the eighty nautical mile sail from Virgin Gorda to Anguilla across the Anegada
Passage. The sail was so dangerous that most sailors were scared to sail, but the fourteenhour sail with fifteen or twenty foot waves did not stop my dad. My brother Trevor and I
brought pillows and blankets to the cockpit
to stay with my dad and check on him
and also so we didn’t get sea sick in our
bedrooms. We tried to stay awake the whole
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time but eventually fell asleep around 10:00
PM. We were so tired that we didn’t think
about my mom and dad who still had ten
hours left to sail. When we finally anchored
at 8:00 AM my dad slept until 1:00 in the
afternoon. This was probably one of the
things my dad remembered before making
High Brew Coffee.
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Where it all began! The
boat David, Elizabeth,

Trevor at the Morne

Skylar, and Trevor traveled

Coubaril Estate in St.

on during their trip.

Lucia stomping on a
pile of coffee fruit to
remove the pulp from
the actual beans...
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MILESTONES
FROM OUR FIRST
T WO YEARS

2012
J A N UA RY - A U G U S T :
David Smith and family went on the adventure of
a lifetime and spent eight months sailing around
the Caribbean.

APRIL :
David tried Cold Brew for the first time.
High Brew’s first packaging

2013

exploration.

J U LY :
David decided to start the company. It was selffunded until the first capital raise.

AUGUST :
Product formulations began.

SEPTEMBER :
David Smith engaged JR Crosby (Ptarmak) to
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bring brand, name, logo, and packaging to life.

OCTOBER :
HBC incorporated in Delaware. First samples sent
to Whole Foods Market. Ptarmak partnership
signed.

N OV E M B E R :
Gigi Newman hired. WFM granted national
authorization.

The first can mock up! (2014)

DECEMBER :
Signed partnerships with Clayton Christopher,
Brian Goldberg, and C3 Presents.

2014
F E B R UA RY 2 0 :
First production run of the first four flavors.
The very first case of High
Brew Coffee. Produced
February 20, 2014.

MARC H :
HBC exhibited at its first tradeshow, Natural
Products Expo West (Adrian Grenier made a
cameo appearance). Edwina Villegas, Ben Seward,
and Nabil Batmani were hired to run West Coast.
Decision is made to bring Ron Bryant on full time
as Vice President of Sales and Marketing.

APRIL :
First case is sold! First check from Brown
Distributing. Also shipped first cases to Whole
Foods. First appearance in Austin American
Statesman. First Austin Food and Wine festival
with Chef Tim Love. Hired Mark Ladley and Jake
Rouse to run Central region.

M AY :
HBC launched in central Texas HEB’s and New
David and Elizabeth with the first

Age Bev in Denver. Jen Stanaland becomes High

run of High Brew Coffee.

Brew’s first accounting employee.
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RECORD SALES MONTH 2014 :
$359,000 in August

RECORD SALES MONTH FOR 2015 :
$869,000 in September

RECORD SALES MONTH IN 2016
(AS OF AUGUST ) :
$1.5 million in July

APRIL , 2014 :
First $100,000 month ($110,000 in our second
month of business!)

APRIL , 2015 :
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First $500,000 month ($531,000)

MARC H, 2016:
First million-dollar month ($1.2 million)

H E A D Q UA R T E R S :
T H E O F F I C E A N D T H E WA R E H O U S E

Office shenanigans!
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Jen and Jacqui sit in Jen’s office
working a lot of the time. This is what
they look like!

Halloween at the Austin

Home office tiny

office (2015)

Christmas tree (2014)

E M P L OY E E S
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High

my name is

B R I A N A R KU S

MY NAME IS BRIAN ARKUS and I am
a newbie to the High Brew Coffee organization. My first week
with HBC was the week of Expo West 2016, and I honestly don’t
think I could have hand-picked a better week to start. Talk about
an indoctrination to a brand and a team! I had very few, if any,
real doubts or questions about joining this organization, but after
Expo West, I felt honored to have been invited to join the High Brew Coffee family by David Smith.
The folks that came before March, 2016 need to be extremely proud of what they have built and
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accomplished. It is with that understanding that I am excited to join the journey with you all at this
point and hopefully bring added value as we continue to strive to achieve new and greater heights.

In the short ninety days that I have been a part of this team, I have had a lot of fantastic days, but
what I am proudest of thus far are those phone calls, texts, or emails that I have received from people
confirming that they have agreed and decided to join the team. I have had eighteen of these moments
directly or indirectly thus far, and I don’t take any of them for granted. I understand first and foremost

that we are in the people business, and it is the people and the team that make the brand, the process,
and the overall adventure unforgettable.

To High Brew Coffee Nation everywhere, especially those of you that don’t even know who we are
yet, I am all in! I know we have identified competitors like Starbucks, Chameleon, and Illy, but when
it comes to share of stomach and more importantly share of mind, every brand is a competitor and
every person is a potential consumer. I hope you are ready world, because I know High Brew Coffee
will be!
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It’s not a job. It’s a lifestyle.

Future High Brew Coffee

#FamilyBusiness #BestBuddyJace

Brand Ambassador, Kyla!!!
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High

my name is

N A B I L B ATM A N I

MY NAME IS NABIL

Batmani and I have been

with High Brew Coffee as Regional Sales Manager for two years
and two months

I have been in the business for the last twenty-five years: ten years
with Miller Brewing, five years with Vitamin Water (I was ranked
number fifteen or higher in the company), and almost five years with Fuze Beverage (though it took
more than ten years to get people to notice this brand). After that I worked with Amazon Coconut
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Water for three years as RSM. Then I worked for Sweet Leaf Tea for almost four years, where I met
David Smith and Clayton for the first time. They were smart, young guys who knew what they were
doing, and in less than five years the company was sold to Nestle.

That’s when I decided to go back to work for David Smith, now with High Brew Coffee. He knows
how to build the brand and grow the business. Both companies Dave ran were sold faster than any
company I have ever worked with. This is why I love working for High Brew Coffee.

High

my name is

T Y B O OZ E

I STARTED WITH HBC
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in March, 2016...

My beverage industry career is a short one. It started with
my previous beverage job in February, 2014. So, direct
line to HBC is through Brian Arkus and Kevin Drayton
which I worked for as with at my last company. It didn’t
take much of a pitch or convincing from Arkus for me to
realize that I was even lucky to get the call. I was pumped
about the opportunity and the potential that HBC has in
the RTD coffee category. I’m so ready to caffeinate the
Tacoma region!!!

Ty Booze...the rug doctor!
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FRIENDS

High Brewin’
BY M I LTO N Z I M M E R M A N

We’ve watched RTD tea sell for many a moon.
It dominated the shelves and coolers and left little room.
How about RTD Coffee? – I scratched my head.
There was Starbuck’s I was told – enough said.
Now David Smith had just sold Sweet Leaf Tea,
And for 6 months had sailed the Caribbean Sea.
Upon his return, David and his first mate Liz
Were ready for a new adventure – the cold brew coffee biz.
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Too many coffee drinks have come and have lost
Many brands, all types of brews that stores had to toss

But the cold brew process was all fresh and new,
And “High Brew (is) for those who do!”
Born in Austin, Texas – using Fairtrade Beans
The couple concocted their formulations and worked up their schemes
“Voila!” They produced a refreshing, low-acidic coffee in a streamlined can
That is sexy, low-calorie, naturally flavored – I am a big fan!
David and Liz assembled their old crew
From the days of selling Sweet Leaf - to sell this new brew.
The adventure continues with great partners from the past
Who have supported David’s leadership, friendship while having a blast
And consumers now get it – they are buying it by the can, four-pack, and case
Cold brew High Brew Coffee is setting the pace!
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E A R LY P H O T O S

The contents of the very first boxes
submitted to Whole Foods Market. Look
at that Double Espresso flavor in a mint
green can!
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Delivery of
our early
formulations!

One of the first
packaging ideas.

GROWING
OUR BRAND

Austin American Statesman article. Published

High Brew was Beverage World’s gold

April 9, 2014.

medal winner!

“David Smith’s company,
High Brew Coffee,
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touts itself as the
country’s first seller of
ready-to-drink, cold
Quote from Rodger Collins, president of
packaged beverages for Dr. Pepper/Snapple,
featured in the Statesman article.

brewed coffee available
nationally.”
2014

Beverage
World article
featuring
High Brew!

Fast Company article written
about David’s sailing trip.
Published December, 2014.
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David speaking at BevNet Live in December, 2015.
The full video, titled “Scaling Fast: The DSD Rationale
David Smith, CEO, High Brew” is available on
Triathlete magazine (June, 2015)

YouTube.

Boston Globe featuring High Brew Coffee
in an article written about cold coffee
being the “hot new thing.”
Food Navigator article explaining the company.

“I don’t understand how the RTD coffee category is so
driven by milk,” Smith said. “I love coffee; I don’t want sugar
and milk, but that’s what most of those drinks are,” he said.
“We’re the antithesis of that. We developed High Brew to
make strong coffee with a touch of cream and sugar.”
Q U O T E F R O M DAV I D I N T H E F O O D N AV I GAT O R A R T I C L E .
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I N S TAG R A M

These Instagram posts show off High Brew’s popularity over time!! It is fun to see the steady growth in
followers as the time has gone on. High Brew is For Those Who Do®, and our Instagram truly depicts this!
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Our very first Instagram post.
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It’s very hot here at the Headquarters in Austin,
TX! McCall and Beka cooling down with a
homemade popsicle.
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Company boat party (2016)

We received attention from Alton Brown! He
loves our product!!

Chicago Billboard at La Salle and Hubbard.
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Billboard in Chicago!

Who doesn’t love a nice fanny pack?!?

PRINT ADS, TRUCK WRAPS AND MORE

Our Branded truck
with Haralambos in
California.
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Our first Fader Magazine ad - with
Ghostland Observatory in the background.

Our branded truck with Brown Distributing

iPhone photo by yours truly...Ad by Wes.

in Austin, TX.

Copy by Ron.

Front cover of Bevnet
magazine. Published
November 26, 2014.

The Fader ad in which we

Bag In Bag introduced 2016.

saluted the 100th issue. (2015)
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Edible Austin ad (2015)

#GroundhogsDay2016

Coffee
Bean Toss
game

AUTOGR APHS

MADE WITH LOVE IN AUSTIN, TEXAS
At Weeva we care about preserving your memories, important life events, and memorable moments with family, friends and
co-workers. You are therefore invited to use our simple online tools to create your own project! Collect favorite stories and
photos from the people you invite, and then let Weeva do the hard work of editing and designing a gorgeous book for you.

See you soon at weeva.com

